
AIFT - Our Story

Since our inception, AIFT (Accelerate India Foundation Trust) has been on a mission to lend a helping hand 
to the downtrodden. We believe that education, skill sets, and a burning desire to do better are available to 
everyone, regardless of their socio-economic background. With this mindset, we started by o�ering 
job-oriented skills to children from economically weaker sections of society.



Our Mission

WWe aim to empower the underprivileged children of our society by providing them with education, 
skills, and opportunities for growth. Our goal is to make them self-su�cient and independent so that 
they can create a better future for themselves and their families.

Our Success Story

With our dedicated e�orts, we have successfully placed 130 children in various organizations over 
two years.

Supporting the children of single-parent families due to pandemic

With honest intentions and a desire to help, we started the            (        ) program, which enables us 
to support the educational needs of single-parent children whose families have been bereaved.

Looking at our enthusiasm to support, the government has directed us to support 450+ children in 
the districts of Belgaum, Chamrajnagar, Dharwad, North and South Kanara.

The post-pandemic era presents a unique opportunity to serve children and empower them to 
complete their education.

Our Approach

Under the           (        ) program, our small but agile AIFT team has embarked on the challenging 
task of supporting these students �nancially and emotionally.

As funds are a primary concern, we have reached out to individuals and corporations with great 
enthusiasm. We kindly request that you consider sponsoring at least one student under our available 
schemes. In appreciation of your support, we will provide quarterly progress updates on the 
sponsored child to help you make an informed decision about continuing the sponsorship.

Supporting a child/student 
for school/college fee + 
remote Teaching 
assistance: 18000+3000 
Per annum.

Supporting a child/student 
for a scholarship, notebooks, 
bag, nutrition, etc. + Teaching 
assistance: (12000/-+3000/- 
per annum).

Support a fully orphaned 
child/student for 
residential school locally 
(35000/- to 60000/-) per 
annum.

Accelerate India Foundation Trust
SB account A/C no - 520101250849816
IFSC code UBIN0905828
Bank - Union Bank of India, RMV Extension Branch, New BEL Road
PAN - AAGTA3210N
Section 80G unique reference number - AAGTA3210NE20216
QR code for payment via UPI handle (q431276727@ybl) to our RBL bank account

44, 2nd �oor, Sanjay Nagar Main Rd, Ramkrishna Layout, Sanjaynagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka - 560006

Phone: +91 99012 23534 | E-Mail: aifttrust@gmail.com

Donors can participate in any of the following categories

Donate today and make a meaningful impact on someone's life.


